K9Grass® Patent-Pending
Flush System

K9Grass - The artificial grass designed specifically for dogs

1 Plastic nailer board
2 Pipe that the water will flow through to rinse/flush the floor
3 Emitter holes positioned according to water pressure
4 Water source and system portal (flushing areas typically separated into zones)
5 Sealed impermeable floor, with minimum 2.0% pitch toward the drain
6 AirGrid lifter system reduces contact with the floor to less than 2%
7 Trench drain (preferred) to receive the liquid waste and exit it out of the facility
8 Tack and cover strips to secure and protect K9Grass edges

K9Grass® The artificial grass designed specifically for dogs!
K9Grass® Flow-Through Backing

**SUPERIOR**

- Fluids drain in excess of 400 inches per hour
- Unique knitted backing drains instantly and effectively

**INFERIOR**

- Standard turf drains only 10-30 inches per hour
- PROBLEM: trapped urine

K9Grass® The artificial grass designed specifically for dogs!